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Abstract

Capital market participants collectively may possess information about the valuation

implications of a firm's change in strategy not known by the management of the firm pro-

posing the change. We ask whether a firm's management can exploit the capital market's

information in deciding either whether to proceed with a contemplated strategy change or

whether to continue with a previously initiated strategy change. In the case of a proposed

strategy change, we show that managers can extract the capital market's information by

announcing a potential new strategy, and then conditioning the decision to implement the

new strategy on the size of the market's price reaction to the announcement. Under this

arrangement, we show that a necessary condition to implement all and only positive net

present value strategy changes is that managers proceed to implement some strategies that

gamer negative price reactions upon their announcement. In the case of deciding whether to

continue with a previously implemented strategy change, we show that it may be optimal for

the firm to predicate its abandonment/continuation decision on the magnitude of the costs it

has already incurred. Thus, what looks like "sunk-cost" behavior may in fact be optimal.

Both demonstrations show that, in addition to performing their usual role of anticipat-

ing future cash flows generated by a manager's actions, capital market prices can also be

used to direct a manager's actions. It follows that, in contrast to the usual depiction of the

information flows between capital markets and firms as being one way — from firms to the

capital markets — information also flows fî om capital markets to firms.
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Condense

Dans les travaux realises jusqu'a maintenant sur la communication d'information, l'on

considere que I'information circule a sens unique entre les societes et les marches de capitaux.

Les auteurs adoptent ici I'hypothese selon laquelle I'information circule egalement dans

l'autre sens, entre les marches de capitaux et Ies entreprises. Ils considerent, en effet, que les

cours fixes sur les marches de capitaux indiquent aux dirigeants de societes quelles sont les
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decisions qui recueillent la faveur des actionnaires, ce qui, au fil do temps, oriente leurs

choix strategiques quant sax projets a maintenir ou a abandonner. Les consequences de la

circulation bidirectionnelle de I'information semblent se manifester aussi bien a l'echelon

de Fentreprise qa'a Fechelon du secteur. A l'echelon de I'entreprise, l'on peut penser k United

Airlines qui a ete incapable de susciter une reaction positive du cours des titres au projet de

former une societe combinant des activites de transport aerien, d'hebergement et de location

de voitures par rintermediaire du conglomerat « AUegis ». L'on croit que la reaction defa-

voraMe des investisseurs a incite ia haute direction de United a renverser la vapeur et a

recentrer sa strategie sur les activites de base que constitue le transport aerien. A Fechelon

du secteur, un exemple probant est celui de la hausse demesur^e du cours des titres des

societes Internet: les primes considerables dont ces titres ont fait I'objet avant le printemps

2000 ont amene maintes entreprises a creer leurs propres filiales de cybercommerce.

L'effondrement des cours dans le secteur technologique a par la suite amene de nombreux

investissears a retirer leur mise dans les cybereocietes.

La circulation de I'information en sens inverse, soit des marches de capitaux vers les

entreprises, est susceptible de se produire pour plusieurs raisons. Le cours des titres sur les

marches de capitaux, comme les prix dans d'autres contextes, influe sur les decisions

d'affectation des ressources. Far aiUeurs, ies participants aux marches de capitaux se specia-

lisent dans revaluation, et leur longevite depend de leur capacite a estimer les repercussions

qB'auront les decisions passees et anticipees des societes sur la valeur de ces demieres. Au

sinplus, certains faits empiriqaes et certains resultats d'analyse corroborent les proprietes

d'agregation de I'information que possedent les cours des marches de capitaux. Ces cours

devraient done, du moins a Foccasion, contenir de I'information que les gestionnaires ne

sauraient obtenir d'autres sources.

-U est souvent difficile de dire si les cours reagissent aux decisions des societes ou si les

decisions des societes reagissent aux cours. Lorsqu'une societe annonce une oifre publique

d'achat (OPA), par exemple, 11 semble que ce soit elle qui initie le mouvement et suscite la

reaction, favorable ou non, des marches de capitaux. Mais cette conclusion n'est pas aussi

evidenSE si l'on songe que la decision de proceder a cette OPA peut avoir ete iniluencee par

Fanticipation de la reaction des marches de capitaux. En situation d'equOibre, les cours des

marches de capitaux et les decisions des societes doivent etre determines conjointemcnt,

voire infime simultanemcnt.

Les auteurs elargissent la portee des recherches existantes sur la communication

d'information en se demandant si la determination conjointe des COUB des marches de capitaux

et des d&isioBS des societes pent permettre aux entreprises d'ameliorer la qualite de leurs

dficisions strategiques en communiquant aux marches le changement strategique on le

« projet »qH'elles envisagent et en n'operant ce changement que si la reaction des cours a

Finformation comnmniqaee est suffisamment positive. Dans !a mesure ou ce mecanisme

d'« orientation strategique par sondage » fonctionne, il est susceptible de reduire la fre-

quence des erreurs stratfigiques. L'appKcabilite dudit mecanisme d6pend de la capacite des

coars des marches de capitaux de jouer a la fois ieur r61e traditionnel d'evaluation des con-

sequences futures que peuvent avoir sur les flux de tresorerie les decisions prevues des diri-

geants d'entreprise et leur role A'orientation des decisions des dirigeants vers les activites

suscepttbles de generer les flux de tresorerie Ies plus eleves. Dans leur analyse, les auteurs

montent que, de fagon generate, les coiirs des marches peuvent s'acquitter de ce double r61e.
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Les politiques d'adoption de projets selon Ies cours des marches de capitaux ne sont

pas toates anssi interessantes. Les atiteurs constatent qu'une societe dont la poMtique consiste

a mettre en oeuvre les projets qu'elle envisage uniquement lorsque la reaction des cours a

Farmonce de ces projets est favorable se voit ainsi contrainte a renoncer a de nombreux projets

dont la valeur actualisee nette (VAN) esperee est positive, a moins que ies marches de capitaux

n'ignorent totalement I'existence de ces projets. En gros, cela tient au fait que, si les cours

en vigueur sur le mai'che anticipent la venue de projets futurs, seuls les projets qui entralnent

!ine reaction positive des cours au moment oii ils sont annonces sont superieurs a la

moyenne. Par consequent, si l'on veut que seuls les projets presentant une VAN positive

soient entrepris mais qu'iis ie soient tous, certains projets dont I'annonce provoque une

reaction negative des cours devront neanmoins etre realises. Compte tenu de cette observa-

tion, c'est avec prudence qu'il faut interpreter les reactions negatives des cours des titres a

I'information livree par les societes sur divers changements envisages en matiere d'exploita-

tion, de financement on de strategie, en evitant de conclure invariablement qu'elles sont de

mauvais aiigure pour la r6alisation du projet. L'interpretation traditiormeile des emissions de

titres ou du recours aux « pilules empoisonnees » comme etant un message negatif (voir, par

exemple, Asquith et MuUins, 1986, dans le premier cas et Malastesta et Walkling, 1988,

dans le second), ou I'attribution de cormotations neutres ou negatives aux propositions de

prise de controle pour Facquereur (voir, par exemple, Schwert, 1996 ; Weston, Chung et Siu,

2001) meriterait d'etre reevaiuee a la lumiere de cette constatation.

Bien que leur etude porte essentiellement sw le cas oil une societe envisage un nouveau

projet strategique, les auteurs expliquent que Fanalyse s'applique aussi bien a celui ou une

societe a deja amorce un nouveau projet ou une reorientation strategique et souhaite maiotenant

sonder les marches de capitaux avant de decider de la poursuite ou de Fabandon de ce projet

OB de cette strategie. L'extension de I'analyse a ce genre de decisions relatives a la poursuite

on a Fabandon de projets fait inten'enir dans I'etode un nouvel element d'urie importance

priiaordiale : la prise en compte appropriee des couts irrecHperables resultant de Fabandon

da projet. Les auteurs font remarquer que les decisiotis optimal'es d'abandon ou de poursuite

maximisant la VAN affichent un profil que l'on pourrait interpreter a tort comme une reaction

au ieurre des coflts irrecuperables — dans la mesure oii Fampleur des couts irrecuperables

paralt inffiier sur les decisions optimales d'abandon ou de poursuite. S'il faut se garder

d'interprfter toute reaction negative du coors des titres a I'annoiice d'un nouveau projet

comme etant de mauvais augure pour la realisation dudit projet, il faut done egalement,

comme i'indique I'anaiyse des decisions optimaies d'abandon ou de poursuite, se garder

d'interpreter la decision de poursuivre un projet existant motivee par l'importance des couts

irrficuperables qui y sont associes comme 6tant la preave d'urne erreur decisioimelle.

Dans une entreprise, Ia prise de decisions relatives a F affectation des ressources en

fonction de critere de la reaction des cours a Faimonce de ces decisions offre un maximum

d'avantages, et est done la methode la plus susceptible d'eti-e utilisee, dans les cas oii les

march6s de capitaux possedent un avantage preponderant sur le plan de I'information par

rapport aux dirigeants de I'entreprise, par exemple larsque la viabilite financiere d'nn projet

est tributaire des tendances mactoeconomiques ou sectorielies que les participants aux mar-

ches de capitau:x sont particulierement aptes a prevoir. De facon plus generate, l'on devrait

s'attendre a ce que les dirigeante optent pour ce geni-e de decisions d'adoption conditiormelles

B'ils sont dans I'incertitude au sujet de la fajon d'evaluer ime noHvefle initiatiiVe strategique.
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Les resaltats obtenus par les auteurs en ce qui a trait a 1'abandon ou a la poursuite des projets

donnent a penser que ce mode de decision donne son plein rendement lorsqu'une grande

partie de Finvestissement initial exige par un nouveau projet peut etre recuperee a Fabandon

dudit projet. Les auteurs formulent I'hypothese selon laquelle ce mode de decision est

moins prise lorsque la revelation precoce de la reorientation strategique proposee par

I'entreprise risque de livrer aux concurrents de Finformation privilegiee, lorsque la direction

de la societe est inflexible, lorsqu'un revirement pourrait nuire grandement a la reputation

de ia direction ou lorsque le rendement d'un oouveau projet est a tel point eleve que la con-

firmation exteme de la viabilite financiere du projet par le marche des capitaux est inutile.

Les recherches theoriques en comptabilite qui se rapprochent le plus de la presente

etude sont celles de Sunder (1989) et d'Amershi et Sunder (1987). Sunder (1989) s'interroge

sur Forientation potentielle pouvant etre foumie par les cours des marches de capitaux dans

ia perspective de Famelioration de la prise de decisions par les autorites de reglementation.

precisement, Sunder avaoce, dans un contexte assez different de celui de la presente

e, qne la technique impUcite dans les pr&edents debats sur les politiques — technique

qui coasistait a ne mettre en application que les normes comptables dont F annonce suscitait

une reaction positive des cours des titres -— n'est peut-etre pas operationnelle. Amershi et

Sunder (1987) se demandent, quant a eux, si un dirigeant peut resoudre son incertitude

quant aax facteurs determinant la valeor de marche d'une societe en observant la relation

entrs les decisions de la direction et les reactions du cours des titres a l'annonce de ces

decisions. Du cote des ouvrages financiers, Dow et Gorton (1997) proposent un module

theorique represcntant la fa§on dont les dirigeants peuvent utiliser i'information « prospec-

tive »integree aux cours des marches de capitaux pour ameliorer leurs decisions d'investis-

sement par rapport a celles que permet un modele simple oii le rendement resultant de

rinvestissement est binaire.

II existe une foule de travaux empiriques etayant I'hypothese fondamentale sur laquelle

repose la presente etude, soit que les cours des marches de capitaux ont une graade capacite

d'agregatioii de Finformation que possedent les investisseurs. Fama (1976) synthetise bien

certains des premiers travaux sur le sujet. Roll (1984) propose un exemple innovateur de

cette capacite d'agregation des cours des marches de capitaux. Dans le cas qu'il decrit,

Finformation privilegiee que possedent les negociateurs de contrats a terme sur les agmmes

en ce qui a trait aox previsions du temps dans la region des principales plantations d'agrumes,

en Floride, se trouve suiSsamment integree aux cours des contrats a terme sur les agrumes

poui' quo ces cours puisseat servir a ameliorer la qualite des previsions meteorologiques

officielles pour ia region. La recherche de Roll debouche naturellement sur les questions

saivantes : ies producteurs d'agrumes peuvent-ils, a leur tour, utiliser ces previsions

meteorologiques de meilleure qualite pour attenuer les cons6quences nefastes des gels prevus

siir fcurs recoltes d'agrumes en adoptant diverses mesures visant a en contrer les effets (par

exemple, en ameliorant le deploiement des chaufferettes) ? Si tel est le cas et que ces mesures

sont d'uae grande efficacite dans la reduction des dommages causes par le gel, I'anticipation

des reactions des producteurs par les participants aux marches de capitaux pourra-t-eUe attenuer

la reaction des coars a l'annonce de gels eventuels au point d'eliminer le contenu en infor-

mation meteorologique des cours des contrats a terme sur les agrumes ? Bien que le modele

propose par ies aateurs de la presente etude soit confa pour resoudre les questions relatives

a la mise ea oeavre de projets strategiques dans un contexte beaucoup plus large que celui de
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rexemple des contrats a terme sur les agrumes evoque par Roll, leur modele de base peut
etre adapte a I'analyse de telles situations.

La these de Y. Luo (2001) est venue recemment attester empiriquement les conclusions
des auteurs. Luo foumit des preuves que les dirigeants d'entreprises tirent de I'information
des cours des marches de capitaux, en situation de prise de controle. II fait la demonstration
empirique que Finformation exclusive que possedent les marches de capitaux quant aux
effets de synergie d'une fusion proposee influe sur la probabilite que cette fusion se realise,
et il condut done a I'existence d'un apprentissage resultant de Faenonce de fusions avant
qu'an accord definitif ne soit signe par les societes en cause et lorsque les societes en cause
n'appartiennent pas au secteur de la haute technologie. Ces travaux, lorsqu'on les associe a
ceux de Schipper et Thompson (1983) qui en viennent a la conclusion que les cours des
marches de capitaux reagissent lorsque les societes annoncent des decisions strategiques,
soutiennent I'hypothese initiate des auteurs selon laquelle Finformation circule a double
sens entre les societes et les marches de capitaux et les dirigeants d'entreprises peuvent en
tirer parti pour ameliorer la qualite de leurs decisions strategiques.

1. Introduction

The existing literature on disclosure primarily views the information flows between
firms aad the capital market as one way — from firms to the capital market. This
paper is premised on information flows also occurring from capital markets to
firms: the prices set in the capital market reveal what actions shareholders value
and, over time, firms can employ this information when deciding what strategies to
pursue or abandon. The effects of the reverse information flows appear at both
firm-specific and sector-wide levels. As a firm-specific example, consider the failure
of United Airlines to get a positive price reaction to its formation of a combined airline,
hotel, and rental car business through the "Allegis" conglomerate. The unfavorable
reaction is believed to have caused United's senior management to reverse course
and return to concentrate on their core airline operations (Salpukas 1987). As a
sector-wide example, consider the Internet price bubble: the extraordinary premi-
ums placed on Internet firms before spring 2000 induced many firms to establish
e-commerce subsidiaries. The subsequent collapse of prices in the technology
sector caused retrenchments in Intemet-based investments.

The reverse information flows from capita! markets to firms should be expected
to occur for several reasons. Prices in capital markets, like prices elsewhere, affect
resource allocation decisions. Also, capital market participants specialize in valua-
tion, and their livelihoods depend on their ability to estimate the valuation implications
of firms' past and anticipated decisions. Moreover, there is both empirical and analyti-
cal support for the information-aggregating properties of capital market prices. So
capital market prices, at least occasionally, should be expected to contain informa-
tion not otherwise known to managers.

Whether prices in capital markets respond to firms' actions or firms' actions
respond to capital market prices is often unclear. When, a firm announces a take-
over bid, for example, it seems that firms go "first", and then capital markets
respond either favorably or unfavorably. This conclusion is not so obvious, how-
ever, when one considers the possibility that a firm's anticipation of the capital
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market's reaction to the takeover bid may have influenced the decision to proceed
with the bid in the first place. In equilibrium, we expect capital market prices and
firms' decisions to be jointly, if not simultaneously, determined.

This paper extends the disclosure literature by asking whether the joint deter-
mination of capital mmtet prices and firms' actions allows firms to improve their
strategic decision making by disclosing a proposed strategy change or "project",
and then implementing the strategy change only if the price reaction to the disclo-
sure is sufficiently favorable. To the extent that such strategy-directing disclosures
work, it may reduce the frequency of implementing undesirable strategy changes.
The question whether strategy-directing disclosures are feasible depends on
whether capital market prices can perform simultaneously their conventional role
of assessing the future cash flow implications of managers' anticipated actions,
while at the same time serving to direct the firm's manager's actions toward the
highest cash flow-generating activities. In the subsequent analysis, we show that,
quite generally, market prices can perform both roles.

Not all price-dependent project adoption policies are equally attractive. We
show that a policy of implementing projects only if the price reaction to the
projects' announcement is favorable leaves many positive expected net present
value (NPV) projects uoimplemented, unless the availability of the projects was
completely unanticipated by the capital market. The reason for this is that — to the
extent that current market prices anticipate the arrival of future projects — the only
projects that receive positive price reactions upon their announcement are above-
average projects. Thus, to get all and only positive NPV projects implemented,
some projects must be implemented that garner a negative price reaction upon
announcement. As a consequence of this finding, one must be cautious when inter-
preting negative stock price reactions to firms' announcements of vaiious operating,
financing, and/or strategic changes as being invariably bad news about the firm's
impending decisions. In particular, the conventional interpretations of equity issuances
or the adoption of poison pills as bad news (see, e.g., Asquith and Mullins 1986 for
the former and Malatesta and Walkling 1988 for the latter), or the neutral to negative
connotations attached to takeover proposals for the acquirer (see, e.g., Schwert 1996;
Weston, Chung, and Siu 2001) maj' require re-evaluation in view of this finding.^

While the presentation in much of the paper is couched in terms of a firm con-
sidering whether to initiate a new strategy proposal, we show that the analysis
applies equally well to those instances in which a firm has previously initiated a
new project/strategy and is now looking to the capital markets for guidance in
deciding whether to continue or abandon the project/strategy. The primary new
feature introduced by extending the analysis to include such project abandonment/
continuation decisions involves proper accounting for the sunk costs of project
abandonment. We show that optimal, NPV-maximizing abandonment/continuation
decisions exhibit behavior that could be misinterpreted as acting in accordance
with the sunk-cost fallacy — in so far as the magnitude of the sunk costs appears to
influence optimal abandonment/continuation decisions. So, just as one must be
cautious in not interpreting all negative price reactions to the announcement of a
ne¥/ project as bad news about the desirability of implementing the project, the
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analysis of optimal project abandonment/continuation decisions establishes that
one most be cautious in interpreting the decision to continue with a pre-existing
project based on the size of the sunk costs associated with the project as evidence

of flawed decision making.
Making a firm's resource allocation decisions contingent on the price reactions

to its disclosures is most beneficial, and hence most likely to occur, in situations
where capital markets have the greatest informational advantage over the firm's
managers — for example, in situations where the financial viability of a project is
sensitive to macroeconomic or industry-wide trends that capital market participants
are especially good at assessing.2 More generally, we expect to see such contingent
adoption decisions employed when managers are most uncertain about how to
value a new strategic initiative. Our results oo project abandonment/continuation
suggest that such strategies are most valuable when much of the initial investment
in a new project is recoverable upon a project's abandonment. We conjecture that
these strategies are less likely to be employed where the early revelation of a firm's
proposed strategy change might reveal proprietary information to competitors,
where the firm's management is entrenched,^ where managers' reputations might
be significantly damaged by reversing previously announced strategic initiatives,^
or where the returns to a new project are so high that external confirmation of the
financial viability of the project by the capital market is unnecessary.

The theoretical research in accotinting most closely related to this paper is that
of Sunder 1989 and Amershi and Sunder 1987. Sunder (1989) asks what potential
guidance can be supplied by market prices for improving regulators' decision mak-
ing. Specifically, Sunder argues, in a setup quite different from ours, that a scheme
implicit in past policy debates of implementing only those accounting standards
that generate a positive price reaction to their announcement may not be opera-
tional. Amershi and Sunder (1987) ask whether a manager can resolve his or her
uncertainty about what determines a firm's market value by observing the relation-
ship between the manager's actions and the stock price reactions to those actions.
In the finance literature, Dow and Gorton (1997) supply a theoretical model that
illustrates how managers can use "prospective" information impounded in market
prices to improve upon investment decisions in a simple model where the invest-
ment's realized return is binary.

There is a plethora of empirical work supporting the fundamental supposition
underlying this paper that capital market prices are good aggregators of investors'
information. Fama (1976) presents a good summary of some of the early literature
in this area. Roll (1984) provides an innovative illustration of this aggregation
capability of capital market prices. He shows that the private information of citrus
futures traders with regard, to future weather conditions in the vicinity of major
Florida citrus groves gets sufficiently impounded into citrus futures' prices so that
these prices can be used to improve public predictions of the weather in the vicin-
ity of these groves. Roll's 1984 paper naturally leads to the following questions:
can: citrus growers use these improved weather predictions to compensate for the
effects of forecasted frosts on their citrus crops by adopting various countermeasures
(for̂  example, by improving their deployment of smudge pots)? If they can, and
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these countermeasures have a first-order effect on reducing the damage done by
frosts, will capital market participants' anticipation of these growers' responses so
substantially dampen the price reactions to the arrival of information about
impending frosts so as to eliminate the weather-related information content of
these citrus futures' prices? Although our model is designed to address strategic
implementation issues in a much broader context than that of Roll's citrus futures
example, extensions of our basic model can be used to address such questions.

Recently, our research has received empirical support in Luo's 2001 thesis.
Luo provides evidence that shows managers do learn from capital market prices in
a takeover context. He demonstrates empirically that the capital market's unique
information about the synergies associated with a proposed merger significantly
affect the probability that the merger will be consummated, and thus concludes that
"learning occurs in deals that are announced before firms have signed definitive
merger agreements and in deals that happened in non-high technology industries"
(Luo 2001, abstract). This work, when combined with Schipper and Thompson's
1983 finding that capital market prices respond when firms announce strategy
changes, buttresses our initial claim that information flows occur bidirection-
ally between firms and the capital market, and that managers can exploit these
bidirectional flows to improve their strategic decision making.

This paper proceeds as follows. The next section presents the basic model
setup. Section 3 contains the formal analysis of how managers can learn from
observing the capital market's price reaction to proposed strategy changes. Section
4 discusses various extensions of the analysis, and section 5 contains a summary of
the paper's principal conclusions.

2. Model setup

The value of a firm derives from the value of the businesses it already operates in
conjunction with the value of the options on those businesses it may enter in the
future. To present the results as starkly as possible, we begin by assuming that the
firm under examination consists of nothing but an option on some future business
opportunity. (After introducing the base model, we will show how the analysis can
be extended to instances in which the firm has a pre-existing line of business.) Thus,
as of some initial date 0, the market price of the firm, ¥Q, is the capital market's
assessment of the expected present value of the cash flows from a project/business
that the firm has yet to identify or operate. To avoid inessential notational clutter,
we ignore discounting in the following and we posit risk-neutral pricing. At some
later date 1, with probability q e [0, 1], the matiager of the firm identifies a new
business opportunity/project that it may, but need not, implement. Capital market
participants collectively react to the manager's announcement of the availability of the
new project by producing an estimate v = v(}') of the new project's expected dis-
counted value if implemented.^ Here, y has density h(3') and support [y, y], where
v(3') < 0 < v(}'), and v(5') is a differentiable, strictly increasing function of y that
determines the date 1 price of the firm, Pi(5').

Capital market participants' collective assessment v(5') of the new project's
value is an aggregation of individual investors' assessments. For example, if the
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"tme" value of the project is the realization of some (unknown) normally distrib-
uted random variable u, there are n investors, and investor /'s assessment of the
project's value is y i= u + £;, where [~Ei\i= 1, ... ,«) is a set of independent, nor-
mally distributed, mean zero error terms, then the collective assessment v( j ) is
given by v(3;) = j = 1/n Xf= i y,, because this is a suflScient statistic for the infor-
mation collectively possessed by investors with regard to the new project's value.
As another example, if investor i's information y,- is uniformly distributed on [0, 5],
where y; and jj are independent conditional on u, then the collective assessment of
the market is some function v(j)ofthe sufficient statistic y smaxf j i , ••• > J/jl-As
these examples illustrate, we posit that information about the value of the new
project is widely dispersed — no individual possesses this information. Thus, the
only way for the manager to obtain the market's collective assessment y about the
project's value is to infer it from the price reaction to the manager's announcement
of the project's avaOabiiity.

We take the process by which the capital market aggregates the information y

as exogenous. For the initial display of our results, we also suppose that the manager
has no private assessment of the new project's value. Later, we extend the model
by supposing that the manager has his or her own private assessment of the new
project's value.

The manager looks to the capital market to obtain guidance about the desir-
ability of implementing the new project. Since y — the infoimation capital market
participants collectively leam about the new project — is dispersed across inves-
tors, the only way the firm's manager can hope to leam y is by making inferences
from the market's price reaction P i ( j ) - PQ to the new project's announcement.
We focus on investigating whether, and how, this price reaction conveys enough
information to improve the manager's strategic decision making with regard to
project implementation.

A "project adoption rule" specifies when the manager will implement the
project as a function of information the manager either observes directly or can
infer from observing the price reaction to the project's announcement; such rules
must be measurable with respect to the manager's information set. An equilibrium
relative to a project adoption rule specifies the firm's market price at each date,
along with the manager's project implementation decision, so that

• there is enough information in the price reaction to the new project's
announcement for the manager to implement the project adoption rule; and

•» the price of the firm at each date equals the market's perception of the firm's
expected cash flows at that date, assuming that the manager acts in accordance
with the project adoption role.

Ie equilibrium, we posit that the manager is willing to implement whatever
project adoption policy investors instruct him or her to, as long as there is enough
information in market prices for him to adhere to the specified policy. '̂
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3. Analysis

What is a good project adoption rule? We start by studying an intuitive rule: have

the manager implement all those new projects and only those new projects that

gamer a strictly positive price reaction upon announcement. Formally:

DEFINITION L The "positive price reaction rule": The manager implements

the new project when it arrives if and only if the price reaction to the new

project's arrival, ^liy) ~ ¥Q, is positive.

This rule impounds the seemingly sound idea that "good" projects are those
for which the price reaction attending their arrival is positive, and, therefore,
"good" projects should be implemented. Inversely, "bad" projects are those for
which the price reaction attending their arrival is negative, and, therefore, such
projects should be avoided.

In general, equilibrium pricing dictates that the date 0 price PQ impound the
option value of proceeding with the new project based on the manager's antici-
pated adoption of a specific project adoption rule. Under the positive price reaction
rule, the price Pg is recursively linked to the price(s) Pj iy) through the following
equation:

That is, because the market is assumed to engage in risk-neutral pricing, the price
of the firm at date 0 is the product of the probability that a project will arrive at the
firm at date 1 and the expected value of those projects that the market expects the
manager to implement. Under the positive price reaction rule, the date 1 price of
the firm is further linked to the date 0 price through:

I
viy), if a new project arrives and Pj(j) - PQ> 0

0, if a new project arrives and Pi(3') - PQ < 0

0, if no new project arrives (2).

With t> denoting the set of realizations of y for which the market believes the
manager will implement the new project when y = y, it follows that, under the pos-
itive price reaction rule,

t? = !y|Pi() ')-Po>Ol

>q
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This demonstration suggests that if >> e j? and y" > y, then y" e ?? also — that is,
that I? is an interval of the form (jjuf, y ] for some lower bound jjjjf. In this paper,
we confine our study to equilibria for which t? is such an interval, and we call stich
equilibria "natural".'^ Since viy) is strictly, continuously increasing in y, in any nat-
ural equilibrium in which t? is neither an empty set nor all of iy , y ], we have:

V()'inf) "̂  9 ^ ^ „

t

(4).

Notice that the recursion in prices depicted in (1) and (2) generates the recursion
defining y^^f. An equilibrium exists if and only if the latter recursion is well-
defined. The following theorem characterizes several features of the equilibria that
arise under the positive price reaction rule.

THEOREM 1. There are two natural equilibria corresponding to the positive

price reaction rule. In one equilibrium, t? is empty and no new project is

ever adopted. In the other equilibrium:

(a) •& is the interval (yw, y ] where y iaf is the unique fixed point of the

function \}f(j) = v-i[g x J^,^^v(

(b) As long as q>0, v(jmf) is positive, and all positive net present value

projects with values v(y) e (0, ̂ ^iyjai)) are forgone.

(c) The performance of the positive price reaction rule worsens as q

increases. That is:

(i) yinf (<?) increases in q;

(ii) conditional on a new project arriving, each of: the probability

that positive NPV projects will be forgone, the fraction of posi-

tive NPV projects forgone, and the expected value of the positive

NPV projects forgone, is increasing in q:

(iii) as q approaches zero, virtually all positive NPV projects are

implemented under this rule.

Proof of Theorem 1

First, suppose the market believes that the manager will never implement the new
project — that is, the set t? is empty. Then, the market price Pj will be identically
0, as will be the price Pg. Thus, there will never be a (positive) price reaction to a
nev/ project's arrival. So, if the manager implements the new project only upon
observing a positive price reaction to the new project's arrival, the mianager will
never irriplement the project. Thus, the set d- is empty constitutes an equilibrium.
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Next, suppose that the set t? is not empty. By the observations preceding the
statement of Theorem 1 above, if a natural equilibrium exists, then i? is an interval
of the form t? = iy^^, y] that satisfies the recursion (4). Clearly, the existence of a
jjnf satisfying (4) is equivalent to the existence of a fixed point of \|/(«). We now
show that \|i(») has a unique fixed point ji^f, and this fixed point belongs to the
interval iyQ, y), where Jo is defined by v(3'o) = 0.^ This will complete the proof
of parts (a) and (b) of the theorem, since demonstrating >'jĵ  > JQ will establish that

Note that jinf is a fixed point of \j/(») if and only if jj^f is a root of the function

viy) -qjy 'viy')hiy)dy'. Since 0 < ̂  < 1, J | Hy')dy' < 1, and v(») is strictly

increasing, it follows that, for y < JQ, that is, for viy) < 0,

viy) <qviy) f ^hiy')dy'<q\^viy')hiy')dy'.
Iy Jy

This proves that xiy) < 0 whenever y < jg. and hence that xiy) has no root in the
interval [ j , yoJ. Observe next that 0 < v(y) = %(j). These facts, combined with
the continuity of %(•) (which follows by the fundamental theorem of calculus),
establish that xiy) has at least one root in ( JQ, y) and no roots anywhere else.
Since id/dy)xiy) = y'iy) + ^v(j)h(3') is positive for y > JQ, xiy) has only one root
in iyQ, y), and hence only one root in all of [y,y ]. This proves parts (a) and (b) of
the theorem.

For fixed q, let y-^j^ = Yir^iq) be this root — that is.

(5).

It is clear that yjnf (<?) increases in q, because assuming the contrary leads to a con-

tradiction: were it to decrease in q, then the left-hand side of (5) decreases in q

while the right-hand side of (5) increases in q (the latter fact follows from the pre-

viously demonstrated fact that v(yjnf (^)) > 0, so l/^^^iq) v(/)h(/)rfy' gets larger as

Yinf (9) falls). This proves (c)(i). Part (c)(ii) follows immediately, since each of

lJ^^^My')dy', J/;"f̂ ^̂  hiy')dy'/jylhiy')dy', and l/̂ inf(?> v(/)h(/)dy'obviously

increases in q. To prove (c)(iii), note that limo^o?! ̂  r«̂  ^(/)h(/)rf} ' ' = 0, hence

There are three noteworthy features of the theorem. First, notwithstanding the
extraordinarily recursive specification of prices associated with the positive price
reaction mle depicted in (1) and (2), the rule is intemally consistent — it leads to
well-defined market prices and an equilibrium in which the firm's market price at
all times correctly anticipates that the manager will adopt only projects that yield
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positive price reactions. Second, except for the case where q = 0, the positive price
reaction rule is deficient in so far as it leaves many positive NPV projects unadopted.
The intuition for this is clear: under the positive price reaction mle, only projects
that are, in some sense, "better than average" are implemented, because the refer-
ence point in deciding whether or not a project is adopted is whether the date 1
price is above the date 0 price.^ Third, the set of positive NPV projects forgone
under the positive price reaction rule contracts as q declines, and shrinks to the
empty set as q approaches zero. Thus, when the arrival of the new project is "com-
pletely" unexpected (that is, q = 0), the positive price reaction mle gets ail positive
NPV projects implemented. The intuitively appealing nature of the positive price
reaction mle derives from the attention we implicitly attach to instances in which
the market is completely surprised by the arrival of a new project.

We next present two applications of the theorem. In the first application, we
take v( v) = y and y uniformly distributed on [y, y ], with y < 0 < y. In this case,
(5) specializes to:

y'Hy')dy'

This equation defines a quadratic in y^^f. The pertinent solution of this quadrsitic
equation — that is, the positive solution — is given by'O

(y-y)
- 1 + 1 + •

Ky

By rewriting y^^ in terms of the mean i^ = iy+y )/2) and variance (cr2= {y -y )2/12)
of this uniform distribution, we obtain the following results. The claims made in
Examples 1 and 2 below are proven in the appendix.

Example 1

When y is uniformly disbibuted with mean /i and variance O"̂  with fi - aj?> =y <

0 < J -{1+ 0J3 , the positive price reaction mle is in effect, and ^^^.

il) Conditional on a new project arriving, the probability that a positive NPV
project is not adopted is given by

1-, t+mtZ^^l^ (6).
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This probability increases in n and q and decreases in a, and (for fi < aj3 and
q=l) can be as high as 41.4 percent. In the case ^ = 0 and ^ = 1, approximately
23.6 percent of the available positive NPV projects are forgone.

(ii) The expected value of the positive NPV projects forgone is given by

L 273CT

This last expected value is not monotonic in a, but is monotonically increasing in
/i and achieves a maximum (for /i < aj3 and ^ = 1) of 0.297cr. At jU = CFA/3 and
q=l, this constitutes approximately 17.2 percent of the expected value of all posi-
tive NPV projects. When fi=Q and q = I, approximately 5.57 percent of the
expected value of all positive NPY projects is lost.

As a second application of the theorem, take v (y) = y and y normally distributed
with mean 0 and variance c^.^^ In this case, jj^f solves:

dy'

JlTt

Equation (8) is nonlinear in y^^^f with parameters q and a. From Theorem 1, we
know that there exists a unique solution jj^f = yiiif(^, o), and this solution is posi-
tive (since Jjnf = yiyM, q) > 0) and increasing in q. An inspection of (8) reveals that
yinf(^, cr) is linear in a — that is, yf^f( ,̂ o) = k*(^) x cr, where the constant k*(^) is
independent of cr.l2 Clearly, k(0) = 0, and k(^) increases in q. Numerical analysis
establishes that k(l) is approximately 0.372. In the following discussion, the
numerical results are confined to 9 = 1, which (by Theorem 1) is the case for which
the positive price reaction mle performs worst.

Example 2

When y is normally distributed with mean 0 and variance cr^, the positive price
reaction mle is adopted, and t? is nonempty:

(i) Conditional on a new project arriving, the probability that a positive NPV
project is not adopted is increasing in q and independent of a, and (for q =1) can
be as high as 14.5 percent; in that case, approximately 29 percent of the available
positive NPV projects are forgone.

(ii) The expected value of the positive NPV projects forgone is increasing in
0. When q = I, the expected value of positive NPV projects forgone is 0.02670;
this constitutes approximately 6.69 percent of the expected value of all positive
NPV projects.
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The examples demonstrate that the performance of the positive price reaction
role when /i = 0 and q= I is similar for projects whose values are either uniformly
or normally distributed random variables: in both cases, somewhat more than 20
percent of the positive NPV projects are forgone under this mle, which results in
losing approximately 6 percent of the expected value of all positive NPV projects.
The performance of the positive price reaction mle, as measured by the percentage
of positive NPV projects not implemented under the mle, is worse than the perfor-
mance of the rule, as measured by the the forgone expected value of unimplemented
projects, because the positive NPV projects that the rule fails to implement are
those with relatively low expected values.

We now show that, when ^ > 0, there is a much better mle for the manager to
adopt than the positive price reaction mle. To state this better mle, we recall that JQ
is defined by viyo) = 0 — that is, JQ is that critical threshold for the market's infor-
mation at which the NFV of the new project is zero.

THEOREM 2. Among all project adoption rules that are functions of the price

reaction P} -- PQ fo the announcement of a new project, there is a uniquely

optimal rule that implements all those and only those projects that have

positive expected NPV, defined as follows: with A^-qx J/v(_y)h()')4y,
the rule requires the manager to adopt all those projects and only those

projects for which the price reaction Piiy) — PQ is strictly greater than A

— that is, for which the firm's market price either rises by any positive

amount or falls by strictly less than -A.

Proaf of Theorem 2

The first part of this proof will demonstrate the implementability of the stated policy.
Given this demonstration, the mle's optimality is immediate (since it necessarily
maximizes the firm's expected NPV by implementing all positive and no negative
MPV projects). The second part will demonstrate the mle's uniqueness within the
class stated in the theorem.

If the investors believe that the manager will implement all positive NPV
projects, then the date 0 price of the firm will be

>'o

Now, suppose that at date 1 a new project arrives and the market learns y --y

where v(3;) > 0. Then, investors — acting on their belief that the manager will
implement all positive NPV projects — will price the firm at date 1 at: Pi = viy).

So, the price reaction Pj iy) — Pg will be

Thus, since this price reaction strictly exceeds A, the manager — upon observing
this price reaction (and acting in conformity with the "A project adoption mle") —
will implement the new project, thereby fulfilling investors' beliefs.
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Next, suppose that at date 1 a new project arrives and the market learns y —y

where viy) S 0. Investors in this instance believe the manager will not implement
the new project, and so they price the firm at Pi(>') = 0. Consequently, in this case,
the price reaction Pi(y) - PQ is -Pg = A. Since the manager implements the new
project only if the price reaction strictly exceeds A, the manager does not imple-
ment the project in this case, once again fulfilling investors' beliefs. This establishes
that the A project adoption mle is both implementable and optimal.

We conclude by establishing that this policy is uniquely optimal, l̂  As above, let
T? = I y I the manager implements the project when y =y].'Q can be described in two
altemative ways. On the one hand, J> equals z?i = {^^(y) > 0} — that is, the set of
implemented projects consists of just the positive NPV projects. On the other hand,
1? equals ??2 = {y|Pi(y) ~ Po> '̂ f f°^ some k — that is, the set of projects imple-
mented consists of those projects whose announcement yields a price reaction
strictly greater than k. The set i?2 can be revwitten as

i?2 = {yHy) - ^/jjv(y)h(y)4y > k | = {y|v(y) > k + ql^ v(y)h(y)rfy}.

For t?i and ?32 ^ coincide, the right-hand sides of these two altemative specifica-
tions of t? must coincide. This requires k = —q\y yiy)h.iy)dy — that is, k = 4 . This
proves the uniqueness of the A project adoption mle. •

The project adoption mle specified in Theorem 2 results in the best possible
equilibrium, because all positive NPV projects, and no negative NPV projects, get
implemented. These rules are easy to calculate once specific distributions for the
NPV of the new project are determined. We illustrate this for the two examples
previously presented. For Example 1, with a uniform distribution.

yhiy)dy =-q^-^ ^ (9).

For Example 2, with a normal distribution.

0
4 ^ ye dy =

aj2n JQ

By examining these two expressions, we deduce:

REMARK 1.

(a) When v(y) = y and y is either uniformly or normally distributed, A

decreases in a.

(b) When v(y) = y and y is uniformly distributed, A also decreases in jl

for p. - oS =y_ < 0 < ,u + aS = y.
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The comparative statics detailed in Remark 1 are intuitive: in the uniform case,
when the (unconditional) mean of the new project rises, the mean of the new
project conditional on the new project having positive NPV also rises. So, when
investors anticipate that all positive NPV projects will be implemented, the price of
the firm before the manager's announcement of the availability of a new project
will rise with the mean. Therefore, the range of negative price reactions associated
with the new project's implementation must expand to ensure that no positive NPV
project is discarded. The intuition underlying the comparative static for variance
follows from the fact that the new project is, effectively, a call option with an exer-
cise price of zero. As is well known, the value of a call option increases with the
vaiiance of the distribution of the asset on which the call option is based. Hence,
increases in the variance of the new project's value also cause the price of the firm
before the announcement of the new project to rise, and hence —just as in the case
when the project's mean rises — requires that implementation of the new project
be associated with a wider range of negative stock price reactions to the new
project's announcement to ensure the implementation of all positive NPV projects.

4. Extensions

Privately informed managers

Suppose that, at date 0, the firm already operates in some line of business, and the
market's assessment of the value of that business is x. Further suppose that, when
the new project arrives, only the manager learns of its arrival and that, additionally,
the manager receives a private assessment y^ e [y^, y,,,] about the project's
value. If the manager alerts the market to the existence of the project, then the mar-
ket, as before, produces iiiformation y related to the project's expected value. The
project's value, based on the combined assessment of the manager and the market,
is V = v(y, y^j). As before, this best assessment is not available directly to any
single individual. We take v(») to be continuous and strictly increasing in both argu-
ments. We require there to be a differentiable function y *j(y) 6 (y^, y^) such that
"̂ '(y» Ym^y)) = C*' and so v(y, y^) is positive or negative, depending on whether y^ is
bigger or smaller than y^(y). We let h(y^ly) denote the conditional density of y^
given y. Finally, we assume that the manager's and maitet's information "move
together". Ao increase in y increases (in the sense of strict first-order stochastic
dominance) the conditional distribution of y^ given y.

We assume that the manager credibly atmounces the existence of the project to
the capital market, but the manager cannot credibly announce the value y .̂̂ "̂  In
this case, shareholders cannot perfectly predict whether the new project will be
adopted based solely on their own information. But, we will now show that this is
inessential: prices and disclosures (about the new project's availability) can still
serve a strategy-directing role.

If shareholders believe that the manager can infer the realization y of Ihe market's
information y from observing the price/price reaction following the manager's
annoancement of the new project's arrival and — following this inference — pro-
ceed to implement the project only when its NPV (calculated based on the combined
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information (y, y^)) is positive, then the date 1 and date 0 prices of the firm will be
given by, respectively.

Plix,y)=x+j maK{O,yiy,yJ]hiyJy)dy^=x+ J v(y,

and

The critical observation is that the date 1 price constructed in this way is strictly
monotone increasing in y:̂ ^

|p3(x,y)--v(y,y*(y))h(y*(y)|y)|;y*(y)+

m

J v(y,

max{0, v(y, y^)}hj,(y^|y)dy^ > 0.

That is, if the market believes that the manager can infer and exploit the information

in the market price, then the market price will, in fact, have enough information in it

for the manager to discem the realization of y by observing the market price.

Moreover, if the probability q is equal to (or even sufficiently near) 1, then — as in

the preceding section — there will be a positive probability that the manager will

implement the project even though the price reaction to the project's announce-

ment is negative. This foUows since Pr(y^> y^(y)|y) > 0 for each y (since y^(y)

e ilm' ym))and,for9=l,Po(jc)=E[Pi(jf, y)|x]foralljc —so, sincePi(jc,y) var-

ies with y, we know that Pr(Pi(x, y) < Po(-̂ )l̂ ) > 0. For q sufficiently near one, the

same argument applies.
This proves the following:
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LEMMA 1. Under the distributional assumptions of this subsection, when both

the manager and the market have information pertinent to valuing the

project, and the manager cannot disclose the value of his information,

there is enough information in the price reaction to the project's announce-

ment so as to permit the manager to make "first-best" project adoption

decisions. For q sufficiently near 1, the project is implemented with posi-

tive probability even when the price reaction to the project's announce-

ment is negative.

Managers facing project continuation/abandonment decisions

In this subsection, we apply the analysis to instances in which a firmi is deciding
whether to continue or abandon a previously initiated strategy. The principal new
issue introduced by the abandonment/continuation decision is that, in the event of
project abandonment, some of the original costs of investment in the project may
be recouped. We now give a simple illustration of how the model of the preceding
sections can be modified to accommodate this situation. Suppose that at date 0, the
manager anticipates that by date 1, he will receive what appears to him to be an
attractive (positive NPY) project with probability q. If such a project arrives, we
assume the manager provisionally invests in it, expending k. After having some
experience running the project, the manager announces the project to the market at
date 2, at which time the market generates an estimate v(y) of the project's value.
As before, the manager tries to extract the information v(y) from the market's price
reaction P2 - PQ to the project's announcement in deciding whether to continue
m'itli the project. If the manager decides to abandon the project, the firm can recoup
fraction a of its original investment in the project. That is, (1 - a )^ represents the
sank cost associated with abandoning the project in midstream.

Clearly, an optimal project abandonment/continuation decision entails continu-
ing with the project if and only if v(y) > a ̂ . If we presume that the manager can
fully extract the market's information v(y) from observing the price reaction, and
the manager adheres to an optimal abandonment/continuation polic}^ the date 2
price of the firm, will be given by

I v(y) for v ( y ) > a i
\akfoiviy)<ak.

Anticipating this, the date 0 price of the firm will be

So, the price reaction p2(y) - PQ corresponding to an optimal abandonment/continu-
ation decision is
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v(y) - Pg = v(y) - q\ [ max{a^,v(y)}h(y)Jy-^ j for v(y) >ak,
\Jy J

anda^ - f̂ pmax{aA:,v(y)}hiy)dy-k j for v(y) <ak. This yields the following
corollary:

COROLLARY 1. The price reaction that leads to the optimal project abandon-

ment/continuation decision entails continuing with the project if and only if

the price reaction strictly exceeds

, v(y)}h(y)4y.

As an example, if y is uniformly distributed on [-0.5, 0.5] — that is, y = 0.5
= - y , v(y) s y, and ̂  = 1, then 4a== ̂  + 0.5[aA; - iak)'^ - 0.25], for ak e [0, 0.5].
Atk = O, Ag. = —0.125 and at ̂  = 0.5 and a=\, Ag, = 0.5. Ag, is easily shown to be
strictly increasing in a for fixed k. That is, as a increases, the set of price reac-
tions that lead a value-maximizing manager to continue with the project shrinks.
Equivalently, as the surJt cost il - a)k increases, the project optimally is contin-
ued for an expanded set of price reactions. When phrased in this way, this result
appears to indicate that the manager, in deciding whether to continue with the
project, is exhibiting behavior consistent with the sunk-cost fallacy — in so far as the
manager is more likely to continue with the project the larger the project's sunk
costs. Since we know that the manager's strategy was constructed to be NPV-
maximizing, this appearance must be illusory. The apparent paradox is resolved by
noting that, here, increases in sunk costs are tantamount to reductions in the value
of a project's abandonment.

The prospect of being able to reverse a previously adopted project/strategy
based on the capital market's assessment of it also influences the circumstances
under which a manager wiU initiate the project/strategy in the first place. It is easy
to show that the "real option" component of the manager's initial project adoption
decision — introduced by the opportunity to exploit the market's subsequent
assessment of the value of continuing the project — will induce the manager to
experiment by undertaking a wider array of projects than would be the case were
the market's assessments of the project's continuation value ignored, i^ Further-
more, the amount of this experimentation will increase the smaller the irreversible
investment in the new project. Thus, to the extent that better-quality managers are
more willing to "listen to the capital markets" by predicating their decision to con-
tinue with or abandon a project based on the market's evaluation of the project, or to
the extent that better-quality managers are capable of stmcturing their investments in
new projects so as to economize on the irreversible costs of those investments, it
follows that firms that have a higher-than-average propensity to abandon past stra-
tegic initiatives may in fact be nm by above-average-quality managers. Thus, decisions
for reversals in strategic direction need not necessarily impugn the reputations of man-
agers who make them.
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Having the option to abandon or continue a previously adopted project based
OB information inferred from the firm's stock price is a special case of being able to
change existing operations based on such information. While some operating
changes are necessarily discrete, as in the abandonment/continuation decision,
often they are continuous — as when a firm changes its output in anticipation of
changes in supply or demand conditions. We conclude this subsection by showing
that, very generally, managers may also be able to "read from the market" in those
cases of continuous change. To illustrate this, suppose the value of a firm x in. its
existing line of business depends upon what operating actions a it takes and what
random events occur. Summarize these random events by the realization co of the
random variable «», so x = x(a, co). If the firm's manager knew co, he would select a
= aim) to maximize x — that is, x(a(e)), co) = max^xia, ft)). Under many common
regularity conditions, x(a(©), (o) is strictly monotone in m.^'^ If the date 0 price of
the firm FQ is set before O) is known, and the market anticipates that the manager
will act optimally based on his subsequent knowledge of co, then the date 0 and
date 1 prices of the firm will be given by Pg = E[x(a(G)), a>)] and (presuming that
the market knows at's realization at date 1) Pi(ft)) = x(a(®), m). Observe that,
under the preceding assumptions, the price reaction Piico) - Pg will be monotone
in (0. So, even if — contrary to the preceding presumptions — only the capital
market participants learn ft), the manager can infer the exact realization of ft) by
observing the price reaction Pj - Pg, and so be guided to select the correct operat-
ing decision aim). Thus, there is a remarkably broad set of conditions under which
a firm's operating decisions can be improved when the manager contemplates
extracting information from price changes in the capital markets.

5. Conclusions

Disclosures by firms can serve many functions: they may reduce a firm's cost of cap-
ital (e.g., Botosan 1997), mitigate agency problems with management (Christensen
and Feltham 2000), influence a rival's competitive strategy (e.g.. Dye 1985;
Feitham and Xie 1992), and affect product market competition (e.g., Clarke 1983;
Darrough 1993; Feltham, Gigler, and Hughes 1992; Kirby 1988; VJA'es 1984). We
have introduced yet another possible role for disclosures: disclosures of potential
strategy changes may provoke the capital market's information machinery to go
into operation, and the information implicit in the price reactions to such disclo-
sures may allow managers to improve their strategic decision making.

Appendix

Proof for claims in Example 1

(i) Equation (6) is simply yinf/(y - y ) re-expressed in terms of jU and a. Calcu-

lated at // = 0-73 and q-l, this is 41.4 percent. When fi = 0 and q= I, 23.6 percent

is the value of the ratio
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V y-y_ J Vy-y) y '

evaluated at ̂  = 0 and ^ = 1.
(ii) Equation (7) is

y-yJg '"' 2iy-yy

expressed in terms of ji and 0. It achieves a maximum value of

0 . 2 9 7 0 - ^ 1 1+ /, I rg(M + V3orJ2i
^ I A / L 2 7 3 0 J J

aiq=l andji- J3a.
When ^ = 0, the expected value of all positive NPV projects is

1 r̂

y-y Jn 4073 ~ 4

So, the expected value of projects lost under the positive price reaction mle as a
fraction of the total expected value of positive NPV projects is

073: - 1 . , . . , _ ,

= 41-1+ /T =0.0557.
(073)/4

Proof for claims in Example 2

(i) It was demonstrated in the text that

So, conditional on a new project arriving, the probability that a positive NPV
project is not adopted is
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1 f>mf _vV2fJ

Pr(O< y <yi^f(0)|0)= — = I e^ dy'
aJ2n •'0

072JI •'0

•."•dz.
271 Jo

(The last equality follows by using the transformation of variables z = y/0.)

Because this probability is independent of and the same for all 0, it sufifices to eval-

uate this probability at 0 = 1 — that is, we can evaluate iq/j2n) IQ e~y'^^'^ dy ~

O.MSg. Since, for any a, the measure of all positive NPV projects is i\loj2/k) x

1^ g-y^/'^^dy = 0.5, the positive NPV projects forgone as a consequence of adopt-

ing the positive price reaction rale constitute 0.145/( V2) - 29 percent of all posi-

tive NPV projects.

(ii) The expected value of the positive NPV projects forgone is

ye dy= -== ze dz (10).

When (J = 1, (10) equals 0.02670340. Since the expected value of all positive NPV
projects is

f -//2<7 0
ye dy = -~= ,

7271

the fraction of positive NPV projects forgone is O.O267O340/(0/72n) = J2/K x

0.0267034 = 0.0669355. •

Endnotes

1. We wish to thank Linda Vincent for assistance in identifying these references.

2. Lao (2001) makes the related point that, in the context of takeovers, learning from the

capital market is most likely to occur when the capital market has unique information

about the merger not possessed by the potential acquirer.

3. Because entrenched management can better afford to disregard the capital market's

assessments of their actions.

4. This is consistent with Kanodia et al. 1989.

5. The distinction between y and v(3') will become clear when we extend the model to

situations in which the manager has his or her own independent assessment of tlie new

project's value.
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6. Dye and Sridhar (2000) examine how and when agency considerations between the

firm's manager and shareholders can interfere with the firm's project adoption

decision. Other extensions examined by them include study of strategy-directing

disclosures when there are technological interdependencies between the "base" project

and the new project, and when there are potential proprietary costs associated with the

manager's disclosure of the new project in advance of implementation of the project.

7. In principle, there could be non-natural equilibria in which investors, for whatever

reason, believe the manager will implement a project with value v(y) at the same time

they believe the manager will not implement a project with value viy') > viy). While it

is possible to mle out these unnatural equilibria by undertaking a more detailed

examination of the price formation process, we do not undertake this examination here,

since this would distract from the focus of our paper, which is to study how managers

extract information embedded in capital market prices.

8. By the assumptions previously made on v(»), yg exists and is unique.

9. Given this, it is somewhat surprising that anything other than just the very best (highest

NPV) projects are implemented under this mle. Such a "race to the top" would occur in

the case q=l if yjnf were (incorrectly) defined by yiy-ait) = E[v( y)\y > yjnf], rather than

correctly defined as v(yinf) = P viy')hiy')dy' = E[v( y )| y > jjnf] x Pr( y > y^^).
*-'inf

10. Note that, as q approaches 0, this expression for y^f approaches zero by applying

L'Hospital's rule, so the example illustrates, consistent with Theorem 1, how the

performance of the positive price reaction rule converges to "first-best" as q

approaches zero.

11. The case where y is normal with a nonzero mean is intractable.

12. To see this, observe that if k solves

then fecr satisfies

, Gq ~i/l Gq -(
kG= -^e = -~r:e

13. As the theorem states, this demonstration of uniqueness is within the class of project

adoption rules that depend on the price reaction to the project's announcement. There

may be other rules that are equivalent to this mle (in that they result in the same

equilibrium prices and the same set of implemented projects) but that take a slightly

different form — for example, mles depending on the ratios of price Pj/Po, or the

returns (Pj - Po)/Po to investing in the shares of the firm, etc.

14. Two additional comments are warranted here. First, it is reasonable to suppose that the

manager will announce tmthfully the arrival of new projects for three reasons: (a) since

there is no moral hazard problem between himself and the firm's shareholders, there is

no reason for the manager not to be honest regarding the arrival of a project; (b) the

manager can make better decisions with regard to whether the new project should be

implemented by combining his private information with the information be can extract

from observing the price reaction to the project's announcement; and (c) were the
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manager to announce falsely the arrival of a new project, subsequent investigation by

shareholders would soon establish the manager's duplicity.

Second, whether the manager in practice could disclose the realization of his

information y „ to the capital market depends upon what the nature of that information

is — for example, on its dimensionality, "hardness" (Ijiri 1975), etc. If that information

could be disclosed, then the analysis is basically the same as that already performed in

the previous section of the paper: to see this, just replace v(y) with wiy, y^), and

redefine A to be equal to

maxfO, v(3i, y^}MymlyMy)dy,»dy.

With these replacements, the analysis of the text is unchanged.

Incidentally, it is not difficult to show that even if the manager's announcement,

say y^ , of y^ is not truthful, the date 1 market price Pi()', y^) will be monotonic in y,

and so the market price will continue to contain useful information with regard to the

desirability of implementing the new project.

15. The integral

below is positive since Vy{*) is positive. The integral

is positive since max{0, viy, y^}] is strictly increasing in y^ over a set of positive

probability and the distribution of y „ stochastically increases in y.

16. Details are available from the authors.

17. For example, if the envelope theorem applies and js^(fi, ffl) is always positive, or if

«, a) is always negative, then x(a(ffl), (o) will be monotone.
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